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Historical notes on 82-84 Dixon St
The buildings on 82 and 84 Dixon St were erected around 1910 when the land was
purchased by Phillip Lee Chun and the Kwong War Chong & Company was set up in
84 Dixon St. The Kwong War Chong was established in 1883 in Campbell St by
several partners, including Phillip Lee Chun who had come to Australia in 1874. The
store moved to 84 Dixon St in 1910, where it operated as a general store and trading
company until 1987.1 The adjoining site of 82 Dixon St was rented out to a number of
individuals and stores throughout the same period.2
Phillip Lee Chun was one of Sydney’s most successful Chinese merchants, eventually
buying out all his partners in the Kwong War Chong and converting it into a family
owned business. All the partners, except one, arrived in Sydney before 1902 and all
except one had returned to China by the 1930s.3 The Kwong War Chong was a classic
example of an overseas Chinese store; selling imported Chinese goods and foodstuffs
to local Chinese market gardeners, acting as a distribution point for similar stores
located throughout NSW and Qld, and providing services such as dormitory
accommodation and remittance transfers to its customers from the same local district
in China. These Sydney-based stores were able to provide services that reached back
to the villages because they were part of a network of stores related by ownership
and/or common partners in Hong Kong and the home districts.4 Kwong War Chong &
Co. was typical of many such stores, run by people from Zhongshan County, south
China, and was used by market gardeners and others from that county.5
This link with a particular locality or county was essential to the operation of the
store. It was not sufficient that the owner was ‘Chinese’ and sold largely to other
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‘Chinese’. Phillip Lee Chun was from Long Du, a small district within the County of
Zhongshan in the Pearl River Delta region of China. This meant that he could speak
the Long Du dialect and had sufficient contacts to guarantee the transfer of
remittances back to the villages and families of his customers. In fact by the 1930s
Phillip Lee Chun’s connections were so successful that he had established not just
connection with similar remittance stores in Hong Kong and Long Du, as was usual
among overseas Chinese merchants, but had actually founded branch stores in both
Hong Kong and the Zhongshan County capital of Shekki.6
The Sydney stores such as the Kwong War Chong used their links and partnerships
with those in rural NSW to transfer remittances to the villages and imports from
China such as birds’ nests, smoked duck, lychees and medicine herbs.7 The Kwong
War Chong also stocked the type of goods people might want to take back with them
to the village, boiled lollies, Arnott’s biscuits (plains not creams), umbrellas, shoes
and tools.8 The Kwong War Chong also hosted a Sunday lunch for Long Du market
gardeners who would come in every Saturday to sell their vegetables at the markets
and stay overnight at in the upstairs dormitories. This Sunday lunch was the sole
recreation and opportunity for socialisation for the gardeners who lived the rest of the
week on their gardens.9
The stores also provided services for those members of the Chinese community who
were from the same locality in China. While people could use stores run by those
from other localities, for sending remittances and other services relative to their
villages they would not have been useful.10 The stores with connections to the County
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of Zhongshan such as Wing On, Onyik Lee and the Kwong War Chong, paid fares,
purchased tickets, arranged Immigration Restriction Act paperwork, provided
accommodation and even lent money for the first remittance home, including a letter
written by the firm’s scribe if necessary.11
Remittances to the family in the village were a significant part of the lives of Chinese
people in Australia before 1949.12 Nineteenth century remittances may have been in
gold but by the 1930s, bank drafts were more common. In this case, a store collected
the individual remittances from its customers and a standard letter was written to the
family, usually by the store’s clerk, to accompany the payment.13 The Kwong War
Chong, for example, charged a small commission on each remittance and
consolidated them into a single draft drawn on the English, Scottish and Australian
Bank in pounds sterling. The draft was then sent to the Hong Kong branch of the
Kwong War Chong, where it was converted to Hong Kong dollars and then into
Chinese dollars for the money to be sent to the Zhongshan County capital Shekki. The
store’s branch in Shekki then distributed the money to the families, either by their
collecting it or by it being delivered to the villages by the firm’s clerks. A receipt,
which included a letter back to Sydney, would be signed and returned to the shop in
Dixon St, where it was set up on a rack in the front window for people to collect.14
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This was the system used by most huaqiao with small amounts to remit. It was a
system that relied on family-like connections among people from the same village or
locality. Something banks could not offer. Despite this, elements of mistrust could be
present. A remittance customer once complained that his family had not received their
money and accused Phillip Lee Chun of stealing the remittance. Phillip Lee Chun was
sitting outside his shop in Dixon St one evening, “taking the air” when, according to
his son Norman Lee, he was suddenly struck on the head by a piece of “two by four”.
The man later apologised when his family sent word that they had received the
money.15
Merchants such as Phillip Lee Chun performed a number of functions within both the
Chinese and wider community through their ability to in some measure ‘cross the
racial barriers’ that were such a prominent feature of the times. They did this by being
leading members of organisations within their communities. Phillip Lee Chun for
example was a member of the Xiangyi Long Du Tong Sen Tong (⾹⾢隆都同善堂), a
tongxianghui (同鄉會) or ‘same place society’ for people of Zhongshan origin which
met upstairs in 82 Dixon St and which assisted its members in such social functions as
the return of the poor and deceased to their villages in China.
Phillip Lee Chun was also a member of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce which
among other functions negotiated cheaper fares for impoverished members of the
Chinese communities who the tongxianghui were assisted to return home. More
generally, the purchase of tickets for ships was another matter handled by the stores in
both Sydney and Hong Kong.16 In this, the average Chinese person had little choice as
shipping agents preferred not to have to deal with Chinese people directly.17 The
stores knowledge of European ways, English and the capacity of the store managers
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and merchant’s class position to override, to some extent at least, racial bias was a
significant factor here.
For similar reasons Phillip Lee Chun and the Kwong War Chong were also important
in assisting those applying for a ‘Certificate Exempting from Dictation Test’ (CEDT)
whenever they wished to visits their families in China and to return to Australia. The
filling in of the application forms and filing them at Customs House were carried out
by those in the stores such as the Kwong War Chong whose clerks had sufficient
skills in English.
As a result of his role in assisting both his fellow Chinese and the Immigration
Restriction Act administrators Phillip Lee Chun became very well known to the
Customs officials, being described in their documents as a ‘well known Chinese’.18
While nearly all of Phillip Lee Chun’s original partners returned to China, he
remained permanently in Australia with his wife, raising a large family. One son,
William Jingsen Lee was sent to be educated in Hong Kong at age 12, but returned to
enter Sydney University and became Sydney’s first barrister of Chinese origin.
Another son, Arthur Lee was also university educated and became a Professor of
English at Amoy University. Other sons, Harry and then Norman Lee took over the
Kwong War Chong in Dixon St after Phillip Lee Chun’s death in the 1930s. His only
daughter, Lily Lee accompanied the body back to the village and then settled down in
Hong Kong.19
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